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Abstract—To satisfy increasing storage demands in both capacity and performance, industry has turned to multiple storage technologies, including Flash SSDs and SMR disks. These devices employ a translation layer that conceals the idiosyncrasies of their mediums and enables random access. Device translation layers are, however, inherently constrained: resources on the drive are scarce, they cannot be adapted to application requirements, and lack visibility across multiple devices. As a result, performance and durability of many storage devices is severely degraded.

In this paper, we present SALSA: a translation layer that executes on the host and allows unmodified applications to better utilize commodity storage. SALSA supports a wide range of single- and multi-device optimizations and, because is implemented in software, can adapt to specific workloads. We describe SALSA's design, and demonstrate its significant benefits using microbenchmarks and case studies based on three applications: MySQL, the Swift object store, and a video server.

I. INTRODUCTION

The storage landscape is increasingly diverse. The market is dominated by spinning magnetic disks (HDDs) and Solid State Drives (SSDs) based on NAND Flash. Broadly speaking, HDDs offer lower cost per GB, while SSDs offer better performance, especially for read-dominated workloads. Furthermore, emerging technologies provide new tradeoffs: Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) disks [1] offer increased capacity compared to HDDs, while Non-Volatile Memories (NVM) [2] offer persistence with performance characteristics close to that of DRAM. At the same time, applications have different requirements and access patterns, and no one-size-fits-all storage solution exists. Choosing between SSDs, HDDs, and SMRs, for example, depends on the capacity, performance and cost requirements, as well as on the workload. To complicate things further, many applications (e.g., media services [3], [4]) require multiple storage media to meet their requirements.

Storage devices are also frequently idiosyncratic. NAND Flash, for example, has a different access and erase granularity, while SMR disks preclude in-place updates, allowing only appends. Because upper layers (e.g., databases and filesystems) are often not equipped to deal with these idiosyncrasies, translation layers [5] are introduced to enable applications to access idiosyncratic storage transparently. Translation layers (TLs) implement an indirection between the logical space as seen by the application, and the physical storage as exposed by the device. A TL can either be implemented on the host (host TL) or on the device controller (drive TL). It is well established that, for many workloads, drive TLs lead to suboptimal use of the storage medium. Many works identify these performance problems, and try to address them by improving the controller translation layer [6], [7], or adapting various layers of the I/O software stack: filesystems [8]–[10], caches [11], [12], paging [13], and key-value stores [14]–[18].

In agreement with a number of recent works [19]–[21], we argue that these shortcomings are inherent to drive TLs, and advocate placing the TL on the host. While a host TL is not a new idea [22], [23], our approach is different from previous works in a number of ways. First, we focus on commodity drives, without dependencies on specific vendors. Our goal is to enable datacenter applications to use cost-effective storage, while maintaining acceptable performance. Second, we propose a unified TL framework that supports different storage technologies (e.g., SSDs, SMRs). Third, we argue for a host TL that can be adapted to different application requirements and realize different tradeoffs. Finally, we propose a TL that can virtualize multiple devices, potentially of different types. The latter allows optimizing TL functions such as load balancing and wear leveling across devices, while also addressing storage diversity by enabling hybrid systems that utilize different media.

SALSA (SoftwAre Log Structured Array) implements the above ideas, following a log-structured architecture [24], [25]. We envision SALSA as the backend of a software-defined storage system, where it manages a shared storage pool, and can be configured to use workload-specific policies for each application using the storage. In this paper, we focus on the case where SALSA is used to run unmodified applications by exposing a Linux block device that can be either used directly, or mounted by a traditional Linux filesystem. The contribution of our work is a novel host TL architecture and implementation that supports different media and allows optimizing for different objectives. Specifically:

- SALSA achieves substantial performance and durability benefits by implementing the TL on the host for single- and multi-device setups. When deploying MySQL database containers on commodity SSDs, SALSA outperforms the raw device by 1.7× on one SSD and by 35.4× on a software RAID-5 array.
- SALSA makes efficient use of storage by allowing
application-specific policies. We present a SALSA policy tailored to the Swift object store [26] on SMRs that outperforms the raw device by up to a factor of 6.3×.

- SALSA decouples space management from storage policy. This enables SALSA to accommodate different applications, each with its own policy, using the same storage pool. This allows running MySQL and Swift on the same storage with high performance and a low overhead.

- SALSA embraces storage diversity by supporting multiple types of devices. We present how we combine SMRs and SSDs to speedup file retrieval for a video server workload (where adding an SSD improves read performance by 19.1×), without modifying the application.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. We start with our a brief overview of idiosyncratic storage and our motivation behind SALSA (§II). We continue with a description of the design of SALSA (§III), discuss how we satisfy specific application workload requirements (§IV), and evaluate our approach (§V). Finally, we discuss related work (§VI) and conclude (§VII).

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we provide a brief background on Flash-based SSDs (§II-A) and Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) disks (§II-B), analyze the limitations of commodity drive TLs (§II-C), and argue for a unified host TL architecture (§II-D).

A. Flash-based SSDs

Flash memory fits well in the gap between DRAM and spinning disks: it offers low-latency random accesses compared to disks at a significantly lower cost than DRAM. As a result, its adoption is constantly increasing in the data center [27]–[29], where it is primarily deployed in the form of SSDs. Nevertheless, Flash has unique characteristics that complicate its use [30]. First, writes are significantly more involved than reads. NAND Flash memory is organized in pages, and a page needs to be erased before it can be programmed (i.e., set to a new value). Not only programming a page is much slower than reading it, but the erase operation needs to be performed in blocks of (hundreds or even thousands of) pages. Therefore, writes cannot be done in-place, and also involve a high cost as block erasures are two orders of magnitude slower than reading or programming a page. Second, each Flash cell can only sustain a finite number of erase cycles before it wears out and becomes unusable.

Flash translation layers (FTLs) [6] are introduced to address the above issues. In general, an FTL performs writes out-of-place, and maintains a mapping between logical and physical addresses. When space runs out, invalid data are garbage collected, and valid data are relocated to free blocks. To aid the garbage collection (GC) process, controllers keep a part of the drive’s capacity hidden from the user (overprovisioning). The more space that is overprovisioned, the better the GC performs.

B. SMR disks

Magnetic disks remain the medium of choice for many applications [4], mainly due to low cost. However, magnetic recording is reaching its density scaling limits. To increase disk capacity, a number of techniques have been proposed, one of which, Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) [1], [31], has recently become widely available [32], [33]. SMRs gain density by precluding random updates. The density improvement is achieved by reducing the track width, thereby fitting more tracks on the surface of a platter, without reducing the write head size. As a result, a track can be read as in conventional disks, it cannot be re-written without damaging adjacent tracks.

SMR disks are typically organized into zones. Zones are isolated from each other by guards, so that writes to a zone do not interfere with tracks on other zones. All the writes within a zone must be done in strict sequential order; however, multiple zones can be written to independently. These zones are called sequential zones. Drives, also, typically include a small number of conventional zones, where random updates are allowed.

Three categories of SMR drives exist based on where the TL is placed: drive-managed (DM), host-managed (HM), and host-aware (HA) SMRs [34]. In drive-managed disks, SMR complexities are fully hidden by a drive TL. On the other extreme, HM drives require a host TL to guarantee that writes within a zone will be sequential. HM drives provide a number of commands to the host, e.g., to reset a zone so that it can be re-written and to retrieve the drive’s zone information. HA SMRs offer a compromise between DM and HM: they expose control commands, but can operate without a host TL.

C. Limitations of drive TLs

Demand to reduce costs per GB raises barriers to drive TL performance. SSD vendors increasingly offer commodity drives of higher densities at lower prices, without adding hardware resources (e.g., memory and compute) on the controller to deal with the extra capacity. Performance degrades further due to the use of consumer-grade Flash and low overprovisioning, as is typical in commodity SSDs. Furthermore, drive TLs are required to support a number of different workloads, and end up making compromises. Communicating application-specific hints to the drive is hard, if not impossible.

We illustrate the limitations of drive TLs on commodity SSDs by applying a random workload on a widely-used drive (after low-level formatting it) for tens of hours until performance stabilizes (see §V-A1 for details). We perform
the experiment for three block sizes: 4KiB, 1MiB, and 1GiB. Fig. 1a shows the resulting (stable) write throughput, and Fig. 1b shows the wear induced to the device (as reported by SMART) after 10 full device writes. Our experiment, effectively, compares the drive TL performance under a random workload (4KiB) versus the ideal performance (1GiB), as well as an intermediate performance point (1MiB). A larger block size minimizes the need for the drive TL to perform GC: as the I/O size increases so does the probability that a write will entirely invalidate the Flash blocks it touches, eliminating the need for relocations. The drive TL fails to achieve high write bandwidth under unfavourable access patterns, only sustaining about 16MiB/s for 4KiB blocks, and 33MiB/s for 1MiB blocks. Interestingly, a block size of 1MiB is not large enough to bring the write performance of the drive to its ideal level; block sizes closer to the GiB level are required instead, which better reflects the native block size of modern dense Flash SSDs [35]. Furthermore, according to the SSD’s SMART attributes, the write amplification for the 1GiB writes was 1.03×, whereas for the 4KiB writes it was 18.24×, and 8.26× for 1MiB writes. We found that other commodity SSDs exhibit similar behavior, with write amplification factors as high as 50×. SMR drive TLs suffer from the same limitations as FTLs. As an example, we measured less than 200 KiB/s of random write bandwidth for 64KiB random writes to a drive-managed SMR disk ([8V-A2]). Overall, there seems to be significant room for improvement even for a single drive by employing a host TL that does its own relocations (additional reads and writes), but always writes sequentially to the device.

D. Why a host TL?

Vendors prioritize cost over performance for commodity drives, resulting in drives that are unfit for many applications that require high performance in terms of throughput and latency. Even simple techniques to alleviate this problem (e.g., configurable overprovisioning) are non-trivial to implement and rarely applied in practice.

We argue that a host TL can address these issues and improve efficiency. By transforming the user access pattern to be sequential, a host TL can realize significant performance and endurance benefits, enabling commodity drives to be used for datacenter applications even under demanding performance requirements. Furthermore, having visibility across multiple devices enables optimizations that are not possible from within a single drive. An evaluation of the Aerospike NoSQL store [36], for example, has shown the advantages of managing arrays of Flash SSDs as opposed to individual drives (e.g., by coordinating GC cycles across multiple devices).

Moreover, maximizing I/O performance for many applications depends on exploiting workload properties. While this is difficult to do in a device TL, a host TL offers many such opportunities (e.g., improving performance by reducing persistence guarantees or sacrificing space). A host TL should be built as a framework that supports multiple types of storage, different policies and algorithms, and a wide range of configuration options. A host TL can, also, be extended and improved over time, allowing incremental adoption of advanced techniques, new storage technologies, and different tradeoffs.

Finally, and perhaps more importantly, a host TL allows combining multiple devices to build hybrid storage systems. By managing arrays of devices at the host, as opposed to a single device in the case of a drive TL, the TL can offer additional improvements by making global decisions, e.g., about balancing load and wear across devices. As the storage landscape increasingly diversifies, and applications require the use of different storage technologies, the existing TL indirection can be used for implementing hybrid storage policies. Under this scenario, a host TL is also applicable to technologies that are not, necessarily, idiosyncratic.

III. SALSA DESIGN

SALSA makes three principal design choices. First, it is log-structured [24, 25]. Among other benefits, this allows it to deal with storage idiosyncrasies. By only writing big sequential segments, SALSA renders the drive’s GC irrelevant, as its task becomes trivial. When space runs out, SALSA does its own GC. Second, SALSA supports multiple storage types, and can combine them to build hybrid systems. Finally, SALSA follows a modular design so that it can be used as a framework for implementing a variety of policies and algorithms, enabling adaptability to different requirements.

From the perspective of the user, SALSA exposes block devices that can be used transparently by applications, e.g., by running a database directly on the device, or by creating a filesystem and running an application on top. An important benefit of SALSA is that it does not require any application modifications.

There are two main components in SALSA: the storage capacity manager (SCM), which is responsible for managing
The SCM physical storage space is divided into segments, large (e.g., 1GiB) contiguous regions of a single storage type. A segment can be in one of the following states: free: owned by the SCM, staged: used for storage allocation for a controller, or allocated: fully used, owned by a controller, and available for GC. Once allocated, a segment can only be used by a single controller.

Allocators allocate segments on behalf of the controllers via an interface (Fig. 2, 1) that allows for specification of (hard and soft) constraints on the segment’s storage type. To support this interface, SCM maintains multiple allocation queues that segregate segments based on the backing storage type. Each segment is divided into grains, the configurable smallest unit of allocation (e.g., 4KiB, 8KiB, etc.). Controllers allocate and free storage in grains (6). Allocators maintain a number of staged segments and allocate space sequentially within them. We call this mechanism an allocation stream. Controllers can have multiple allocation streams, allowing for data segregation. SALSA can, for example, segregate writes by their update-frequency (“heat”), as well as segregate user and GC (i.e., relocation) writes. Each stream has its own constraints for segment allocation.

When a segment becomes full, its state transitions to allocated and becomes a relocation candidate for the GC. For each segment, SALSA tracks the number of valid grains. Initially, all grains in a segment are valid. As data become invalid, controllers decrement the number of valid grains. When no valid grains remain, the segment is freed and returns to the SCM. Internal fragmentation can lead to inability to allocate new segments, even if there is enough free space. As is common in log-structured systems, we free space with a background GC process.

B. Garbage Collection (GC)

GC is responsible for relocating fragmented data to provide free segments. The SCM executes the GC algorithm that selects the best segments to relocate; GC operates across all devices but independently for each storage type. When a segment is selected, GC (up)calls the owning controller to relocate the valid data of this segment to a new one (6). The GC is not aware of which grains are valid and which are not, nor the segment geometry in terms of page size, metadata, etc. This is left to the controller. Once the controller relocates data, it frees the corresponding grains, and, eventually, segments are freed and returned to their corresponding free queues (6).

GC maintains a number of spare segments for relocation, because otherwise it will not be able to provide free segments for allocation. As with most TLs, SALSA overprovisions storage: it exposes only part of the device total capacity to the user, and uses the rest for GC.

Initially, all the device segments are free, and SALSA redirects user writes to free segments. When free segments run out, however, SALSA GC needs to perform relocations...
to clean up segments. Relocations cause I/O amplification and the underlying devices serve both user and relocation traffic. SALSA uses two (configurable) watermarks: a low (high) watermark to start (stop) GC. For SMR sequential segments of host-managed drives, we reset the zone write pointers of a segment before placing it in the allocation queue. SALSA uses a generalized variant of the greedy [38] and circular buffer (CB) [24] algorithms, which augments a greedy policy with the aging factor of the CB. This aging factor improves the performance of the algorithm under a skewed write workload without hindering its performance under random writes.

C. LSA controller

SALSA supports multiple frontends, but in this paper we focus on the Linux kernel frontend where each controller exposes a block device. These controllers maintain a mapping between user-visible logical block addresses (LBAs), and backend physical block addresses (PBAs). We refer to them as Log Structured Array (LSA) [25] controllers. LSA controllers map LBAs to PBAs, with a flat array of 32 (default) or 64 bits for each entry (compile-time parameter). Larger blocks (or pages) require less space for the table, but lead to I/O amplification for writes smaller than the page size (e.g., read-modify-write operations for writes). For SSDs, the default page size is 4KiB, allowing us to address 16TiB (64ZiB for 64 bit entries) storage; for SMR drives, the default page size is 64KiB. Note that the page size has to be a multiple of the SCM grain size, in order to maintain interoperability with the GC and allocators. The mapping table is maintained in-memory, with an overhead of 4B per LBA (e.g., 1GiB DRAM per 1TiB of storage for 4KiB pages, 512MiB for 8KiB, etc.). A back-pointer table of PBA-to-LBA mappings is maintained per segment for GC and restore operations, and it is either always in-memory or is constructed on-demand by scanning the LBA-to-PBA table, based on a run-time configuration parameter.

Uploading to the mapping table are done in a thread-safe lock-free manner using compare-and-swap. A read operation will typically read the table, perform a read I/O operation to fetch the necessary data, and update it. A write operation will allocate new space, perform a write I/O operation to write user data to this space, and update the table entry. A relocation operation on a PBA will read the PBA-to-LBA back-pointer, check that the LBA still maps to the PBA in question, read the data, allocate new space, write the valid data to a new location, and update the table only if the LBA still maps to the relocated PBA.

For sequential segments of host-managed SMRs we force the allocated pages to be written sequentially to the drive, to avoid drive errors. We do so via a thread that ensures that all writes to these segments happen in-order. This is not required for other storage types (e.g., SSDs), and we do not use the I/O thread for them.

D. Persisting metadata

The LSA controller we described so far maintains the LBA-to-PBA mapping in memory and dumps it to storage upon shutdown. To protect against crashes, controllers log updates to the mapping table. Under this scheme, a segment contains two types of pages: pages written by the user, and metadata pages that contain mapping updates. In the absence of flush operations (e.g., fsync), one metadata page is written for every m data pages (m is configurable at run-time for each controller). In case of a flush, a metadata page is written immediately. Therefore, SALSA provides the same semantics as traditional block devices that use internal write buffers. The metadata flush is handled differently for different storage types. For SMR storage, we pad segments so we adhere to the sequential pattern. For Flash, we update the metadata page in-place; although this might break the strict sequentiality of writes at the SSD level, flush operations are rare, and did not noticeably affect performance in any of our experiments. SALSA also maintains a configuration metadata page at each device, and a configuration metadata page per segment. The metadata overhead depends on the value of the m, on the segment size, and on the grain size. For 1GiB segments, m = 512 (default value), and the smallest possible grain size (4KiB), it amounts to 0.2% of the total capacity.

Upon initialization, we first check whether SALSA was cleanly stopped using checksums and unique session identifiers written during the LBA-to-PBA dumps. If a clean shutdown is detected, the mapping of each controller is restored. Otherwise, SALSA scans for metadata pages across all valid segments belonging to the controller, and restores LBA-to-PBA mappings based on back-pointers and timestamps. The SCM coordinates the restore process: it iterates over segments in parallel and upcalls owning controllers to restore their mapping.

E. Implementation notes

The core of SALSA is implemented as a library that can run in kernel- or user-space. Different front-ends provide different interfaces (e.g., a block device, or a key-value store) to the user. The Linux kernel block device interface is implemented on top of the device-mapper (DM) framework. SALSA controllers are exposed as DM block devices. Any I/O to these devices is intercepted by the DM and forwarded to the SALSA kernel module, which in turn remaps the I/O appropriately and forwards it to the underlying physical devices. Devices can be created, managed and destroyed, using the SALSA user interface tool (UI).

IV. ADAPTING TO APPLICATION WORKLOADS

Host TLs can be adapted to different application workloads, which we fully embrace in SALSA. At a first level, SALSA offers a large number of parameters for run-time configuration. Controllers parameters include: page size,
number of streams for user/GC writes, metadata stripe size, sets to specify storage types each controller can use, etc. Furthermore, SALSA includes multiple controller implementations, each with their own specific parameters. There are also global parameters: grain size, GC implementation (each with its own parameters), GC watermarks, etc. Users are not expected to understand these details: the UI provides sane default values. In practice, we have found this rich set of options extremely useful. Moreover, SALSA can be extended to adapt to specific workloads and meet different application requirements by implementing different controllers. For example, an RDMA interface to NVM storage has been implemented as a SALSA controller in FlashNet [39]. Next, we discuss two controller designs that we developed to address application-specific workloads.

A. Dual mapping controller

Our use-case is running an object store service on SMR drives. Because object stores perform fault management and load distribution, we run one SALSA instance per drive and let the upper layer balance load and deal with faulty drives. For object stores, 128KiB is considered a small object size [40]. Therefore, we can set the page size to 64KiB, leading to an overhead of 64MiB RAM per 1TiB of storage, making SALSA feasible even for servers that can contain close to a hundred drives [41].

During an initial evaluation, we observed a number of read-modify-write operations that degraded performance. We found two sources for this: writes that are not aligned to 64KiB, and filesystem metadata that are smaller than 64KiB. Even though the number of these operations is relatively small, they lead to a noticeable performance hit. We can avoid read-modify-write operations with a controller that supports a small number of sub-64KiB mappings, while using 64K pages for everything else. To that end, we develop a dual mapping controller that maintains two mappings: a sparse mapping for 4KiB pages and a full mapping for 64KiB. A read operation checks whether the pages exist in the sparse mapping first and if they do not, checks the full mapping. A write operation will use the full mapping for 64KiB pages, and the sparse mapping for smaller pages. If the sparse mapping does not contain a page during a write and has no free locations, we perform a read-modify-write operation and update the full mapping.

B. Hybrid controller

Hybrid systems that make use of multiple storage types allow tradeoffs that are not possible otherwise, offering great opportunities for maximizing the system’s utility [3], [42]. As storage diversity increases, we expect the importance of hybrid systems to rise. For example, vendors offer hybrid drives (Solid State Hybrid Drives – SSHDs) that combine a disk and NAND Flash within a single drive [43], [44]. These drives, however, have hard-coded policies and cannot be repurposed.

Multi-device host TLs enable building better hybrid systems. In contrast to a device TL, a host TL can support multiple devices from different vendors. Moreover, the indirection and mechanisms employed by a TL like SALSA can be reused, enabling transparent data relocation between different media. Finally, as we argued throughout this paper, a host implementation offers additional flexibility, as well as co-design potential [45], compared to a drive implementation.

We consider a video service for user-generated content (e.g., YouTube). Because user-generated videos are typically short [46], and will get striped across a large number of disks, reading them from a disk will result in reduced throughput due to seeks. Because most views are performed on a relatively small subset of the stored videos, there is an opportunity to optimize the read throughput by moving them into a faster medium. If the read working set does not fit to DRAM, moving data to an SSD is the best solution. The next section presents a SALSA controller implementing this functionality.

For our hybrid controller, we configure two allocation streams: one for fast storage (Flash) and one for slow storage (disks). User and GC relocation writes always allocate from the slow storage stream, while the fast storage stream is used for relocating “hot” pages that are frequently accessed. To determine the “hot” pages we maintain a data structure with a “temperature” value of each (logical) page. We use an array of 64-bit values sized at the number of logical pages divided by 256 (configurable) to reduce memory overhead. Because most files are stored sequentially on the block device, we map consecutive pages to the same temperature.

At each read, we increase the temperature by one. Because we use 64-bit values, overflowing is not an issue. If a page is discarded, we set the temperature to zero. We also periodically (once a day) halve the temperature of all values. When we increase the temperature, we check the new value against a configurable threshold. If the threshold is reached and the page is not already located into Flash storage, we schedule a relocation. The relocation happens asynchronously on a different (kernel) thread to avoid inducing overhead to the read operation. If at any point something goes wrong (e.g., there are no available Flash physical pages, the mapping or temperature changed in the meantime) the operation is aborted.

V. Evaluation

We start our evaluation (§V-A) discussing the performance and durability benefits of SALSA using a random workload. Subsequently, we show how SALSA features can benefit real-world applications. In §V-B, we evaluate the benefits of SALSA’s single- and multi-device optimizations using MySQL containers on SSDs. In §V-C, we evaluate the
dual-mapping controller (§IV-A) using Swift. We use both MySQL and Swift to evaluate the benefits of supporting multiple application policies in §V-D. Finally, in §V-E, we evaluate the hybrid controller (§IV-B) for a user-generated video service.

SSD experiments (§V-A1, §V-B, §V-D) are performed on a 16 core dual-node x86-64 server with 128GiB RAM running RHEL 7.2 with a 3.10 Linux kernel, using a widely-used off-the-shelf 2.5” 1TB SATA NAND Flash SSD. The SMR experiments (§V-A2, §V-C, §V-E) are performed on a 4 core x86-64 server with 20GiB RAM running RHEL 6.6 with a 4.1 kernel, with a drive-managed 8TB SMR drive.

A. Microbenchmarks

To evaluate the benefits of placing the TL on the host, we compare the performance and endurance of SALSA against raw SSD and SMR drives under a sustained random workload. We use this workload because random writes are highly problematic for SSDs and SMRs for two reasons. First, GC runs concurrently with user operations and causes maximum disruption. Contrarily, in a bursty workload, GC would have time to collect between bursts. Second, random writes across the whole device maximize write amplification. We use a microbenchmark that applies uniformly random read and writes directly (using O_DIRECT) to the device. We measure device throughput using iostat [47].

1) SSDs: We low-level format the drive before our experiments. We overprovision SALSA with 20% of the SSD’s capacity. We facilitate a fair comparison by performing all measurements on the raw device on a partition with equal size to the SALSA device. That is, we reserve 20% space on the raw device which is never used after low-level formatting the drive. The 20% overprovision was chosen to offer a good compromise between GC overhead and capacity utilization [48]. To measure stable state, we precondition the device (both for raw and SALSA) by writing all its capacity once in a sequential pattern, and once in a uniformly random pattern. Subsequent random writes use different patterns.

We consider two workloads: write-only (100% writes) and read-mostly (80% reads, 20% writes), both with 4KiB blocks and queue depth (QD) of 32. The benefits of SALSA in a read-mostly workload are smaller because read operations do not directly benefit from SALSA and write amplification due to GC having a smaller impact when writes are infrequent.

Stable state throughput over time is shown in Fig. 3, and the average throughput is reported in Table I. SALSA achieves 2.37× better average throughput than the raw device for a write-only workload. For a read-mostly workload, SALSA improves both read and write throughput by 1.43×. We attribute the worse read throughput of the raw device to obstruction caused by the drive GC that stalls reads. Moreover, we have extensively experimented with more than 20 commodity SSDs. Among those, using 20% overprovisioning, SALSA improves throughput on a sustained random write workload by a factor of 1.5×-3×.

Next, we compare endurance when using SALSA against using the raw drive. We measure wear via a SMART attribute that, according to the device manufacturer, increases linearly with the wear (Program/Erase cycles) of the Flash cells. We low-level format the drive and fill it up once sequentially. Subsequently, we perform 10 full device random writes with 4KiB. We record the wear of the device after each full device write (11 data points including the initial sequential

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>throughput</th>
<th>write-only</th>
<th>read-mostly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>raw</td>
<td>W:100%</td>
<td>R:80% W:20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>50.6 ± 0.9 12.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salsa</td>
<td>37.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>72.5 ± 6.2 18.1 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Average throughput (MiB/s) and standard deviation for two random workloads on an SSD: 100% writes and 80%/20% reads/writes. Block size is 4KiB.

Figure 3: 4KiB uniform random workload on an SSD
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write). We repeat the experiment 6 times alternating between
runs on the raw device and runs on SALSA. As before,
experiments on the raw device were performed on a partition
equal to the SALSA device size, so a full device write
amounts to the same amount of data in both cases.

Results are shown in Fig. 4. Overall, the same workload
incurs $4.6 \times$ less wear to the device when running on SALSA
compared to the raw device. In this experiment, we measured
a write amplification of 2.5 on average for SALSA (which
is very close to the theoretically expected 2.7 for random
writes and chosen overprovision [48]), which implies that
the internal drive write amplification was $11 \times$ less compared
to the raw device experiment; SALSA wrote $2.5 \times$ the user
data and still induced $4.6 \times$ less total device writes compared
to the raw device, suggesting that the total device writes for
the raw device was $2.5 \times 4.6 \approx 11 \times$ the user data. Note
that the internal drive write amplification typically includes
metadata (and possibly data) caching on top of GC traffic;
in fact, since the GC traffic should be similar between the
two experiments for random writes, we attribute most of
the extra amplification to this cache traffic. Results were
repeatable over multiple executions of the experiment, and
other commodity SSDs we examined behaved similarly.

2) SMRs: We now turn to SMR drives, comparing the
performance of SALSA against the raw device using 64KiB
uniform random writes with QD1 across the whole device.

We use SALSA with all SMR variants (drive-managed,
host-aware, and host-managed) across multiple vendors.
Here, we present results for a drive-managed SMR, because
we can directly compare against the drive’s TL by applying
the same workload on the raw device.\footnote{The host-aware SMR drives that we tested were vendor samples, and therefore might not be representative of the final products. For this reason we opted to present results for widely-available drive-managed SMRs.} A drive-managed
SMR, however, limits SALSA because it does not expose
drive information (e.g., zones) and cannot be directly con-
trolled (e.g., does not allow resetting write pointers). Instead,
similarly to SSDs, SALSA writes sequentially to minimize
the drive’s TL interference. We overprovision SALSA by
10%, and low-level format the drive before the experiments.
We select this value with a steady-state random workload in
mind; for other workloads (e.g., read-mostly or sequential)
smaller values might offer a better tradeoff.

The results are shown in Fig. 5. The raw device through-
put starts close to 80MiB/s but drops to 200 KiB/sec
after about 5 minutes, which renders the device effectively
unusable for many applications. We attribute the drop in
performance to the persistent cache of the drive, as identified
by prior work [49], [50]: after the persistent cache is filled
(\sim 1.4GiB of random 64KiB writes [49]), then the drive
starts its cleanup process, which entails read-modify-writes
on MiBs of data.

Contrarily, SALSA’s performance does not degrade that
quickly. Hence, to facilitate an easier comparison Fig. 5
presents SALSA throughput results \textit{after} a full device
(random) write. We observe three phases in SALSA per-
performance. During the first and second phase, no GC is
performed. Initially, caching on the drive allows an initial

Figure 5: 64KiB random writes on a host-managed SMR
with and without SALSA. The raw results are after the
first write on the device, while the SALSA results are after
the whole device was randomly written once. The top plot
shows the 0-7 Ksecs area, while the bottom focuses on the
6-12 Ksecs area.
throughput of roughly 160MiB/s, which drops to 100MiB/s after about 3K seconds. This designates the SALSA performance for bursts up to an amount of data equal to the difference between the high and low GC watermarks. In the third phase, GC starts and the throughput of the SALSA device becomes roughly 5 MiB/s, 25× better than the throughput of the raw drive.

B. Containerized MySQL on SSDs

In this section, we evaluate the effect of SALSA’s single- and multi-device optimizations on the performance of a real-world database. Specifically, we deploy multiple MySQL Docker containers on commodity SSDs in a single- and a multi-device (RAID-5) setup, and execute an OLTP workload generated by sysbench.

We evaluate 5 container storage configurations: three with 1 SSD (raw device, F2FS [10], and SALSA), and two with 4 SSDs using RAID-5 (Linux MD [52] and SALSA equivalent). We use the same hardware and setup (formatting, partitioning, preconditioning) as in V-A1. For F2FS, we also allocate the same over-provisioning as the other deployments: 20% using the -o 20 option when creating the filesystem with mkfs.f2fs. We only use F2FS in the single device deployment, since it did not provide a native RAID-5 equivalent multi-device deployment option. The only difference across our experiments is the device we use (a raw device partition, a SALSA device, or an MD device). In this device we create one (logical) volume per MySQL instance to store database data. We use the Ubuntu 14.04 image provided by Docker, adding the necessary packages for our experiment. We deploy four containers with one multi-threaded MySQL server per container. Each server uses a 160GiB database image which we place on the corresponding volume. On each container, we run 4 sysbench threads to maximize IO throughput.

We use the default LSA controller (§III-C) for SALSA.

Results for one SSD, as reported by each sysbench instance are shown in Table Ila. Fig. 6a depicts sysbench throughput over time for each instance. SALSA improves throughput by 1.68×, and the average latency by 1.69× compared to raw device, illustrating the benefits of implementing a TL on the host, instead of the device where resources are limited. Also, SALSA provides an improved throughput by 1.47× compared to F2FS, at a reduced tail latency (95% percentile) of 2.45×. We attribute the improvement against F2FS mainly to two reasons: (i) F2FS uses a 2MiB segment size which is not optimal for modern commodity SSDs II-C, compared to segments at the GiB level for SALSA, and (ii) F2FS updates its metadata in separate write-logs and at eventually in-place [10] which further reduce the effective sequential I/O size as received at the drive TL level; large, uninterrupted sequential overwrites are essential to achieve the ideal write performance of non-enterprise grade SSDs [35].

Fig. 6b and Table Iib show results for four SSDs in a RAID-5 configuration, using Linux MD and SALSA. SALSA increases throughput by 35.4× and improves the average response time by 36.8×. These results showcase the significant benefits of a TL that is multi-device aware. While SALSA can guarantee full-stripe writes with a small persistent buffer, in-place update approaches such as Linux MD cannot, because that would require a buffer with size comparable to device capacity. Hence, in-place updates in Linux MD trigger read-modify-write operations that lead to response times in the order of seconds, rendering this setup unsuitable for many applications.

We also note that the performance difference between SALSA for one device and RAID-5 is due to the lower GC pressure in the latter case, since the RAID-5 configuration has 3 times the capacity of the single device configuration while the working set size does not change across the two tests. Contrarily, the Linux RAID-5 implementation has lower throughput than the single device, due to the parity updates and read-modify-write operations, which also slow down dependent reads.

Finally, the CPU overhead is negligible. In the RAID-5 configuration, we measured an overhead of less than 6% in normalized CPU utilization (CPU utilization / TPS) compared to the raw Linux MD configuration.

C. Object store using SMR drives

A host TL enables workload-specific optimizations. We evaluate the benefits of such an approach by running an object store on SMR disks, comparing the SALSA dual-mapping controller (§IV-A) against the raw device.

We use Openstack Swift, a popular open-source eventually-consistent object store [26]. Swift is written in Python and includes multiple services. For our evaluation we focus on the object server [53], the component that stores, retrieves, and deletes objects on local devices. Objects are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>raw</th>
<th>F2FS</th>
<th>SALSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tps</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>180ms</td>
<td>651ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>188ms</td>
<td>655ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>188ms</td>
<td>656ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>188ms</td>
<td>654ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) 1 SSD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linux MD</th>
<th>SALSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tps</td>
<td>avg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2.0s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2.0s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1.9s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2.1s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) 3+1 SSDs RAID-5: Linux MD and SALSA

Table II: Sysbench results for each MySQL instance: throughput in transactions per second (tps), average (avg) and 95th percentile (95%) response times.
stored as files on the filesystem, while object metadata are stored in the file’s extended attributes. For both experiments, we use an XFS filesystem configured per the Swift documentation [54] on the same SMR drive as §V-A2. To isolate storage performance, we wrote a Python program that issues requests directly to the object server. Swift uses “green threads”, i.e., collaborative tasks, to enable concurrency. We do the same, using a 32 green thread pool for having multiple requests in flight.

We initialize the object store via put operations, so that the total data size is 64GiB. We subsequently update (update), and finally retrieve (get) all the objects. The last two operations are performed in different random orders. We clear the filesystem and block caches before starting each series of operations.

Fig. 7 shows the throughput of the raw drive and SALSA for 128KiB and 10MiB objects for each different operation. (These sizes were found to represent small and large object sizes in the literature [40].) For small objects, using the raw device leads to low throughput for both puts and updates: 8.8 and 6.7 MiB/s. We attribute the poor performance to the drive having to write different files, located at different extents, potentially triggering relocation. SALSA, on the other hand, achieves higher throughput: 56 MiB/s for puts (6.36×) and 27.5 MiB/s for updates (4.1×). Updates exhibit lower performance for both systems since the file that represents the object needs to be modified. Get performance is similar for both systems: 10.7 for raw and 11.3 MiB/s for SALSA. For large objects the behaviour for puts and updates is similar, but the difference between the raw device and SALSA is smaller. For puts SALSA achieves 63.4 MiB/s, 2× higher than the raw device (30.4 MiB/s); for updates the respective numbers are 60.7 MiB/s and 18.1 MiB/s, a 3.35× improvement for SALSA. SALSA results in better throughput for the get operation of large objects at 65.6 MiB/s, while the raw device is at 48.9 MiB/s. We believe this is because XFS uses multiple extents for large files. In SALSA, these extents end up being close together even if they have different logical addresses, thus minimizing seek time when accessing them.

In addition to throughput, we sample the operation latency every ten operations and summarize the results in Fig. 8, using a box plot and a CDF diagram for each operation type. Because latency has a wide range of values, we use a logarithmic scale. For small objects, SALSA results in a lower median latency for both put and update operations: 30.8ms and 36.8ms. Using the raw device leads to much higher latencies: 109ms for put (3.5× higher) and 276ms for update (7.5× higher). Both SALSA and raw have a similar median latency for get: 9.5ms. For large objects, SALSA still achieves a significantly lower median latency that the raw device. The median latency for a put on the raw device is close to 2× higher than SALSA (6.5s versus 3.3s), while for updates raw is 4.6× higher than SALSA (16.1s versus 3.5s). The raw device achieves an improved latency of 84.8ms for get compared to SALSA that achieves 111.1ms, but as shown in Fig. 8, the raw device has a wider spread.

The relation between latency and throughput is different...
SALSA enables different policies over a storage pool by decoupling storage policy and space management. Each policy is implemented as a different controller (TL) that exposes a different device to the user. In this section, we evaluate the benefits of this approach by deploying two different controllers on an SSD. Specifically, we run a containerized MySQL database on an LSA controller (§III-C) with an 8KiB page size to match the database page size, and a Swift object storage system on a dual-mapping controller (§IV-A) on the same SSD. We compare this approach against two others that use traditional partitions (one for each application): the raw device, and the LSA controller (configured with the default 4KiB page size). We run the mixed workload comprising sysbench OLTP and a object store PUT workload with 128KiB objects for 30 minutes and evaluate the different configurations based on memory footprint and application performance. We further compare the observed relocation traffic for SALSA under the two configurations.

Table III summarizes the results. For F2FS, we include results with 1MiB objects since under 128KiB objects its performance was low (17.46 sysbench tps, and 6.7MiB/s object write throughput), due to stressing the file creation scalability of the filesystem at hundreds of thousands of files [55], which was not the aim of this evaluation. Both SALSA configurations maintain a performance improvement similar to the single-SSD experiments presented in Sections V-A1 and V-B, both against the raw device and against F2FS. By using a separate controller tailored to each application, the dual controller setup realizes slightly higher performance than the default single LSA controller setup with 4KiB page size. More importantly, it does so at a significantly lower overhead, both in terms of DRAM (60%) and storage capacity (71%).

Moreover, the dual controller configuration provides segregation of the different applications’ data, as each controller appends data to separate segments (by using separate allocators Fig. 2). This data segregation allows the dual-controller configuration to perfectly separate the data of the object store from the data of the MySQL database. The result is a relocation traffic that is reduced by 28% compared to the single-controller configuration. In this particular case, this reduction does not translate to significant bottom line performance improvement, because relocations comprise a
Table III: Mixed workload results over raw device (raw), over the F2FS filesystem (F2FS), SALSA with 1 controller (salsa-single) and SALSA with 2 controllers (salsa-dual): sysbench throughput in transactions per second (tps), Swift object server PUT throughput, DRAM overhead, Metadata (MD) capacity overhead, and relocation traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>raw</th>
<th>F2FS</th>
<th>salsa-single</th>
<th>salsa-dual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sysbench (tps)</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>34.05</td>
<td>35.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift PUT (MiB/s)</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>34.28</td>
<td>37.29</td>
<td>38.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM overhead (GiB)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD overhead (GiB)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocations (MiB/s)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV: Read (R) and write (W) throughput of video server macro-benchmark workload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>throughput</th>
<th>R (MiB/s)</th>
<th>W (MiB/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>raw</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salsa</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salsa-hybrid</td>
<td>118.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSD and SMR drives as reported by iostat for the duration of the benchmark (we use a logarithmic scale on the y axis for clarity). Initially, all files are on the SMR drive. As the active videos are accessed by the reader threads, data migrates to the SSD and we observe SSD writes. After about 200 seconds, we reach a stable state where all active videos are in the SSD. At this point, writes are served by the SMR and reads by the SSD.

E. Video server with SMRs and SSDs

SALSA also supports controllers that combine different storage media. Here, we evaluate the benefits of running a server for user-generated videos on a SALSA hybrid controller that combines SSD and SMR drives. We compare three configurations: using the raw SMR device, using the SMR device over SALSA, and using a SALSA hybrid controller that employs both a Flash drive and an SMR drive as described in §IV-B.

We use an XFS filesystem on the device, and we generate the workload using Filebench [56]. Filebench includes a video-server macro-workload that splits files into two sets: an active and a passive set. Active files are read from 48 threads, and a file from the passive set is replaced every 10 seconds. User-generated videos are typically short, with an average size close to 10MiB [46]. Furthermore, videos are virtually never deleted, and most views happen on a relatively small subset of the stored videos. Subsequently, we modify the workload to use smaller files (10MiB), create new files instead of replacing files from the passive set every 1 second, and use direct IO for reads to avoid cache effects.

We run the benchmark for 20 min and show the throughput as reported by Filebench on Table IV. The write throughput remains at 10 MiB/s for all cases since we are writing a 10MiB file every second. Using SALSA over the SMR drive delivers a higher read throughput (6.2 MiB/s versus 4.8 MiB/s) because the periodical writes are less obstructive to the reads. The hybrid controller achieves a much higher read throughput of 118.5 MiB/s by using an SSD to hold the “hot” files.

Fig. 9 gives more insight on the operation of the hybrid controller by showing the read and write throughput of the

![Figure 9: Read and write throughput of the SSD and SMR drive for the video server macro-benchmark when using the SALSA hybrid controller.](image-url)

VI. RELATED WORK

The log-structured filesystem design was proposed independently of SSDs, as a way to increase write bandwidth [24]. Subsequent research work has proposed Flash-tailored log-structured filesystems to increase performance either on top of an FTL [9], [10], [57] or by accessing Flash memory directly [8], [58]. Menon introduces log-structured arrays implemented in the storage controller, as an alternative to RAID [25]. The same approach is followed in Purity for an enterprise all-Flash array [59]. All the above systems adopt append-only writes as a way to minimize random writes on Flash and increase performance. In our work, we follow a similar approach, but we tailor it to low-cost commodity devices, while also supporting multiple storage types.

A number of works have identified the limitations of SSD drive TLs, proposing offloading functionality to the host. Jeong et al. [60] propose caching the address mapping table in host memory, illustrating the problems of
limited drive controller resources. The Virtual Flash Storage Layer (VFSL) [8], [22], [61] is an attempt to place the TL on the host, exporting a large, virtual block address space that enables building Flash-friendly applications [16]. LSDM [62] is a host log-structured TL that targets low-cost SSDs. Recently, Linux introduced a TL for zoned drives [63] that exclusively targets zoned storage types (e.g., HA or HM SMR). While our motivation is common with these host TLs, SALSA is fundamentally different from in two ways. First, SALSA is designed to support multiple storage types and devices, using a common codebase to operate on them. Second, the aforementioned works implement a single TL layer which all applications use. In SALSA, contrarily, we concede that no single TL implementation is best for all cases. Instead, SALSA allows for multiple TL implementation instances (resulting in multiple volumes, for example) on top of a common SCM layer.

In a similar spirit, recent attempts expose the internal storage complexities (e.g., Flash channels [19], [20], or GC controls [64]) to enable host software to make more intelligent decisions and reduce controller costs. We view these efforts as orthogonal to ours: SALSA can operate on and benefit from these drives, but does not depend on them. Similarly, we view attempts to redefine the interface between applications and idiosyncratic storage [21], [23], [58], [65], [66] also as orthogonal. Currently, SALSA controllers offer a traditional interface because we target unmodified applications. Improved interfaces can be implemented (and co-exist) by individual controllers.

A hybrid system with Flash and disk is presented in [67] for database storage, where a cost-based model is used to decide which pages to store on Flash and which pages to store on disk. SALSA is different in that it focuses on actively transforming the workload to achieve higher performance (and, thus, lower cost) from the devices using a log-structured approach. A hybrid approach that we have not investigated is realized by Griffin [68] that uses HDDs as a write-cache for SSDs. Another hybrid approach is taken by Gecko [69], where a log-structured array on top of HDDs in a single TL layer is implemented, augmented by RAM- and SSD-based caching. SALSA, on the other hand, operates on SSDs and SMRs, does not rely on data caching, and supports multiple TL implementation instances.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented SALSA, a log-structured host TL that can be used transparently from applications and offers significant performance and durability benefits for SSDs and SMR drives.

While we focus on SSDs and SMRs due to their idiosyncrasies in this paper, we believe that SALSA is also useful for other types of storage. On one hand, a log-structured TL has significant benefits even in non-idiosyncratic storage like DRAM [70] or non-volatile memory [71], [72]. On the other hand, coupled with proper policies, a host TL like SALSA can enable smart data movement between different storage types. We plan to expand on these ideas in future work. Moreover, in ongoing work we explore building SALSA-native applications that execute SALSA as a library in user-space. Among other benefits, this allows avoiding kernel overheads by utilizing user-space I/O drivers such as the Storage Performance Development Kit (SPDK) [73].

Notes: IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both. Other products and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
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